Cableless no longer means QC-less.

February 17, 2010

The International Seismic Co. (iSeis) Announces Sale of Sigma™ Cableless Seismic Acquisition
System to MicroSeismic, Inc.
Denver, February 17, 2010 – iSeis announced today that Houston, Texas based MicroSeismic, Inc. has
purchased the Sigma™ cableless seismic acquisition system as developed and manufactured by iSeis.
MicroSeismic’s purchase of the Sigma™ cableless seismic acquisition system follows an extensive and
comprehensive field evaluation of cablefree technologies and platforms currently available. Sigma™
successfully, consistently and reliably demonstrated the capabilities, flexibility, adaptability and
scalability needed and required by Microseismic for passive monitoring.
“We are impressed with the capabilities and efficiencies that Sigma™ offers and extremely pleased with
the quality, reliability and performance that it delivers,” said Dave Oxford, Vice President Field
Operations at MicroSeismic. “This technology will enable MicroSeismic, Inc. to deliver even greater
value and flexibility to our customers who are utilizing our FracStar® surface arrays and our Buried
Arrays in the unconventional resource plays.”
Robert Mulverhill, President of iSeis added, “For Sigma™, it’s all about the abilities of our system flexibility, scalability, adaptability and portability. All the requirements needed in a proven cableless
system. It’s the right fit for MicroSeismic.”
“Sigma™ was specifically designed to address the needs and requirements of the industry going forward.
We listened and understand the performance requirements and the environmental challenges and
responsibilities a system must have for ease of deployment, be it rugged topography or in urban
sensitive areas. This adaptability makes Sigma™ the system of choice.” Mulverhill noted.
Oxford stated that MicroSeismic, Inc. plans to have the initial deployment operational by the beginning
of Q2 this year. The initial program structure is built around 2,400 channels of Sigma™.
For more information, info@i-seis.com or please call directly, Bob Mulverhill at 303-884-1157.
About MicroSeismic, Inc.
MicroSeismic, Inc. is the leading provider of passive seismic and microseismic data acquisition, analysis
and interpretation to the global oil & gas industry. MicroSeismic’s technology and services enable E&P
operators to better manage their reservoirs, increase their production rates and decrease their
completion costs and risks. For more information visit www.microseismic.com or call 713-781-2323.
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